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Protein phosphorylation
in isolated, intact pea chloroplasts was measured during the onset of
COZ-dependent 02 evolution. Total incorporation of 32P (from 32Pi) into light-harvesting chlorophyll
a/b-protein
was found to be less sensitive than 02 evolution to inhibition by the uncouplers FCCP and
NH&l. It is concluded that changes in the rate of ATP synthesis cannot affect protein phosphorylation
without also affecting the rate of COz-fixation in this system. The ATP/ADP ratio is therefore unlikely
to regulate photosynthetic protein phosphorylation under normal physiological conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Reversible
chlorophyll

phosphorylation
of light-harvesting
a/b-protein
(LHCP) is thought to

play a regulatory role in plant photosynthesis.
Control of the protein kinase reaction by redox
state of plastoquinone seems to be a component of
the mechanism which corrects any imbalance in excitation energy distribution
between the two
photosystems [ 1,2]. Thus transition to light-state 2
is brought about by reduction of plastoquinone
and by phosphorylation of LHCP, while transition
to light-state 1 is brought about by plastoquinone
oxidation and by dephosphorylation of LHCP.
This hypothesis now enjoys a degree of experimental support (review [3-81) with redox control
of the protein kinase having received particular attention [1,2,9-l 11. It has nevertheless been suggested [12,13] that plastoquinone redox state has
little effect on LHCP phosphorylation or on excitation energy distribution under normal circumstances, serving merely to inactivate wasteful ATP
hydrolysis by the protein kinase in darkness [ 121.
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A further suggestion [12,13] is that physiological
control of protein kinase activity is exerted
primarily either by relative adenine nucleotide concentrations, by CAMP, or by Mg’+ concentration.
How any of these factors might be responsible
for state l-state 2 transitions remains unclear [13].
However, the possibility remains that ATP and
ADP regulate thylakoid protein kinase activity in
vivo. If this is the case then ATP and ADP concentrations should regulate protein kinase activity
without directly inhibiting overall photosynthetic
rate - no net gain in efficiency could otherwise
result.
This letter describes experiments in which both
COz-dependent 02 evolution and phosphorylation
of LHCP in intact pea chloroplasts were titrated
with the uncouplers FCCP and NH&l. Uncouplers at low concentrations should decrease the
steady-state ATP/ADP ratio, and should inhibit
LHCP phosphorylation
but not photosynthetic
rate if the LHCP phosphorylation
reaction is
primarily under adenosine phosphate control.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL
Intact chloroplasts were isolated from shoots of
lo-day-old peas as in [14], except that an isotonic
sorbitol medium was used both for homogenization and for resuspension of the chloroplast pellet.
This medium contained sorbitol (0.33 M), EDTA
(2 mM), MgClz (5 mM), NaCl (5 mM), ascorbate
(10 mM) and Hepes (50 mM) at pH 7.6. Reactions
were carried out in the vessel of a Hansatech 02
electrode which was illuminated by a Volpi 250 W
light source via twin fibre-optic bundles and a red
filter (600 nm cut-off). The reaction medium (pH
7.6) contained sorbitol (0.33 M), EDTA (2 mM),
MgClz (1 mM), MnClz (1 mM), Hepes (50 mM),
NaHCO3 (10 mM), ascorbate (2 mM), Na4P207
(5 mM), ATP (1 mM), catalase (2500 units), 32Pi
(500&i) and chloroplasts equivalent to 100 pg
chlorophyll in a total volume of 1.0 ml. Timecourses were started by switching on the light. At
intervals samples (50 ~1) were withdrawn and im-
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mediately mixed with 5% trichloroacetic
acid
(1 ml).
Samples were centrifuged
and the pellets
resuspended directly into buffer for loading on
SDS-polyacrylamide
gels [ 141. After
electrophoresis on lo-30% linear acrylamide gradient
labelled
bands
were
identified
by
gels,
autoradiography.
The prominent LHCP band of
each sample was then excised from the gel and its
activity measured by Cerenkov counting.
ATP, bovine catalase and FCCP were from
Sigma. Carrier-free 32Pi was from Amersham.
3. RESULTS
Fig. 1A shows a time-course for COz-dependent
02 evolution and for associated changes in the
total extent of incorporation of “P into LHCP. As
previously reported [ 141, LHCP phosphorylation
was rapid during the first few minutes of illumina-
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Fig. 1. Time-course of COZ-dependent 02 evolution and of “P-1abelling of LHCP in intact pea chloroplasts: effects of
FCCP. FCCP concentrations and linear rates of COtdependent
02 evolution are as follows: (A) no uncoupler,
41 pmol.mg Chl-‘; (B) 0.3 FM FCCP, 22pmol.mg Chl-‘-h-l;
(C) 0.8 yM FCCP, 9pmol.mg Chl-‘ah-‘.

tion, when COz-dependent 02 evolution was slow.
The onset of COz-dependent 02 evolution was accompanied by a fall in the level of LHCP
phosphorylation,
which could in principle be a
result either of net oxidation of plastoquinone or
of a decrease in the ATP/ADP ratio. Fig. 1B shows

the corresponding time-courses obtained in the
presence of 0.3 ,zM FCCP, a concentration of uncoupler which extended the lag-phase and which
caused
46%
inhibition
of
the
rate
of
COz-dependent 02 evolution. The initial rate of incorporation of 32P into LHCP may also have
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decreased, though the maximum level of “Pincorporation was, however, decreased by about
33%. Fig.lC shows that 0.8pM FCCP considerably extended the lag-phase of COz-dependent
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evolution and caused 80% inhibition of the
final rate: it also gave about 60% inhibition of the
level of 32P-incorporation into LHCP.
Fig.2 shows similar effects of NH&l. Fig.2A
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Fig.2. Time-course of COz-dependent 0~ evolution and of 32P-labelling of LHCP in intact pea chloroplasts: effects of
NH&l. NH&I concentrations and linear rates of C02-dependent 02 evolution are as follows: (A) no uncoupler,
36pmolemg Chl-‘*h-l;
(B) 10 mM N&Cl, 25pmol.mg Chl-‘*h-l;
(C) 40 mM NH&I, cl ymolemg Chl-‘*h-l.
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Fig.3. Titration with FCCP of the maximum level of 32P incorporation into LHCP and of the maximum rate of
accompanying COz-dependent 02 evolution in intact pea chloroplasts. Control vlues are 475 cpm for LHCP
phosphorylation and 41 pmol *mg Chl-‘a h-’ for 02 evolution.
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Fig.4. Titration with NH&l of the maximum level of 32P-incorporation into LHCP and of the maximum rate of
accompanying COz-dependent 02 evolution in intact pea chloroplasts. Control values are 290 cpm for LHCP
phosphorylation and 36 pmol . mg Chl-’ . h-’ for 02 evolution.

differs from fig.lA only in that the two sets of
measurements
were carried out on different
chloroplast preparations. In both cases the maximum level of LHCP phosphorylation
was observed after about 2 min illumination, and the
level declined with the onset of COz-dependent 0~
evolution. Fig.2B shows the effect of 10 mM
lag-phase
of
the
extending
NH&l
in
COz-dependent 02 evolution and in inhibiting the
final rate by 33%. The initial rate of 32Pincorporation was again decreased, though the
maximum level of 32P-incorporation was not greatly affected (< 5% inhibition). Fig.2C shows the effects of NH&l at 40 mM: COz-dependent 02
evolution was essentially abolished, while the level
of 32P-incorporation into LHCP was inhibited only by about 40%. This single observation (fig.2C)
may be taken as evidence that LHCP phosphorylation is possible even where COz-fixation is
prevented by partial uncoupling of photophosphorylation.
Fig.3 shows a compilation of the FCCP-titration
data (fig.1 together
with 3 other sets of
measurements). Fifty percent inhibition of total
32P-incorporation into LHCP is seen by interpolation to occur at about 0.50pM FCCP, while 50%
inhibition of COz-dependent 02 evolution occurs
at about 0.34pM FCCP. Fig.3 indicates that
242

COz-dependent 02 evolution is at least as sensitive
as LHCP phosphorylation to inhibition by FCCP.
Fig.4 shows a compilation of the NH4Cltitration data (fig.2 with one other set of
measurements).
Extrapolation
suggests
that
N&Cl at about 50 mM is required for 50% inhibition of 32P-incorporation into LHCP, while 509’0
inhibition of COz-dependent 02 evolution occurs
at about 15 mM NHdCl. COz-dependent 02 evolution is clearly more sensitive than LHCP
phosphorylation to inhibition by NH&J.
4. DISCUSSION
Published effects of FCCP and NH&I on
C02-dependent
02 evolution in intact spinach
chloroplasts [15] are in agreement with those
recorded here and may also be explained as effects
of uncoupling agents.
Control of protein kinase activity by the
ATP/ADP
ratio has been demonstrated in a
reconstituted chloroplast system: acting as an
ATP-sink, ribose-5-phosphate caused steady-state
LHCP phosphorylation
to decline [16]. LHCP
phosphorylation
could also be shown to be affected by plastoquinone redox state because of
inhibition by the electron acceptor 3-phosphoglycerate [ 161.
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For intact chloroplasts, the specific activity of
the stromal ATP pool will depend on uptake of
carrier-free “Pi from the medium (phosphate
translocator activity) as well as on the rate of
photophosphorylation.
Both these factors would
probably tend to accentuate uncoupler-inhibition
of 32P-labelling of LHCP, and it is possible that
they contributed to uncoupler-inhibition of the initial rate of 32P-incorporation in fig. 1,2. Any consequent overestimation of the inhibitory effects of
uncouplers on LHCP phosphorylation would tend
to strengthen rather than to detract from the conclusion reached: COz-dependent
02 evolution
shows greater sensitivity to uncoupler-inhibition
than does phosphorylation of LHCP.
A further objection can be levelled at the idea of
excitation energy distribution being linked to the
stromal ATP/ADP ratio: by positive feedback,
any imbalance in the relative production of ATP
and NADPH would be continually made worse if
protein kinase activity were significantly dependent on the ATP supplied by photophosphorylation. If too much ATP were being produced, then
the high ATP/ADP
ratio would promote
phosphorylation
of LHCP and hence favour
distribution of excitation energy to photosystem 1.
Increased cyclic electron flow would then tend to
increase ATP synthesis relative to reduction of
NADP+, leading to a greater imbalance and to further inhibition of the overall rate of photosynthesis. Conversely, if ATP synthesis were for any
reason the chief limiting factor for photosynthesis
then a decrease in protein kinase activity would exacerbate the problem by causing a diversion of excitation energy away from photosystem 1 and from
cyclic photophosphorylation.
Physiological regulation of LHCP phosphorylation by plastoquinone redox state is more attractive in that it would tend to correct imbalances in
the ratio of ATP to NADPH by a negative feedback control. Thus if ATP production exceeded its
consumption,
then the limiting factor
for
photosynthesis
would become
reduction
of
NADP+. Plastoquinone would then tend to be oxidised since the excess of NADP+ over NADPH
would cause rapid turnover of photosystem 1. This
oxidation of plastoquinone would switch off the
protein kinase, and LHCP dephosphorylation
would increase turnover of photosystem 2, thereby
supplying reducing equivalents to make good the
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limiting rate of NADP+ reduction. Conversely,
too low an ATP/ADP ratio would be expected to
inhibit NADPH oxidation by the COs-fixation
pathway. Slow turnover of photosystem 1 would
lead to reduction of plastoquinone, and hence to
of the protein
kinase and to
activation
phosphorylation of LHCP. Redistribution of excitation energy to photosystem
1 would then
favour cyclic photophosphorylation,
thereby tending to correct the initial deficiency of ATP.
Phosphorylation of LHCP and its control of excitation energy distribution may thus be involved
under certain circumstances in adjustment of the
ratio of cyclic to non-cyclic photophosphorylation.
However, redox poising of the cyclic chain has
been shown to be an important factor in regulation
of cyclic photophosphorylation
under physiological conditions [17,18] (review [4]). For maximum
efficiency to be maintained, any change in the
relative contribution of cyclic to total photophosphorylation will require a corresponding change in
excitation energy distribution between the photosystems. Plastoquinone-controlled
LHCP phosphorylation is perhaps the most likely means by
which this could be achieved.
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